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1. adult: yetişkin

There is a lot of violence in this 
movie. Only adults can watch it.

2. against: karşı
Don't wear those shoes at work. It’s 
against the company rules.

3. also: ayrıca, -de, -da
Children like cats. Also, many adults 
like cats.

4. authority: yetkili
A storm is approaching. Authorities 
want us to stay at home.

5. bear: ayı
A bear is a big animal but it’s very 
fast, too.

6. close: yakın
She is my close friend. I know her 
very well.

7. common: yaygın
Cancer is a common disease. Many 
people die of cancer.

8. communication: iletişim

9. dangerous: tehlikeli
It’s dangerous to drive fast. You 
shouldn't do that.

10. dead: ölü
When I saw her at the sea side, she 
was dead.

11. during: sırasında
Teachers get angry if students talk to 
each other a lot during the lesson.

12. emergency: ac/7 durum
There’s an emergency. I want to talk 
to the manager.

13. event: olay
Floods are common natural events in 
some parts of the world.

14. fall: düşmek
Walk carefully if you don’t want to fall. 
The floor is wet.

15. far: uzak
My grandparents live far from us but I 
see them quite often.

16. feed: beslemek

I love feeding young cats. They are 
so cute.

17. female: dişi
I have two dogs. One is female and 
the other is male.

18. flood sel, su baskını
Floods cause billions of dollars of 
loss every year.

19. forest: orman
Forests are under threat. We must 
protect them.
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0. happen: olmak, meydana gelmek 
This crossroad is very dangerous. An 
accident happens here almost every day.

;; 1. immediately: hemen, derhal
Call 112 immediately if there is a medical 
emergency.

2. instead: yerine
| We don’t drink much coffee. Instead, we 
I drink a lot of tea.
!
43 . kit: takım, kit

I
 Don’t forget to check the first aid kit in your 

car before a long drive.

4. male: erkek
Male animals are usually more aggressive 
than female animals.

I5. mammal: memeli
Whales are the biggest mammals on earth.

26. melt: erimek
If you put sugar in water, it melts.

27. move: taşımak

Move the furniture carefully please. It’s very 
valuable.

28. natural: doğal
Natural food is healthier but also more 
expensive.

29. ocean: okyanus
Swimming in the ocean can be very 
dangerous.

30. plant: bitki
He’s got a big garden and there are a lot of 
beautiful plants in it.

31. prepare: hazırlamak
Don’t forget to prepare your bag before you 
leave for school.

32. river: nehir
The weather is lovely today. Let’s go 
swimming in the river.

33. safety: güvenlik
Safety is very important in air travel.

34. snow: kar

There is a lot of snow on the roads. Drive 
carefully.

35. stand: ayakta durmak, dikilmek
Three people are standing at the bus stop.

36. stay: kalmak
The weather is terrible tonight. Let’s sfay at 
home.

37. various: çeşitli
In our restaurant, we have got various foods 
from many different countries.

38. wave: dalga
There are a lot of waves in the sea. I can’t 
swim in this wavy water.

39. weigh: ağırlığı olmak, kilo çekmek
She is very thin. She only weighs forty-five 
kilos.

40. wild: vahşi

Wild animals can be very aggressive, so 
keep away from them.
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